Policies demand personal touches

by Peter Morrison

PHILADELPHIA -- Friday

Law Project of Pennsylvania, said yesterday that people infected with AIDS have been supportive and helpful. "My fellow colleagues and staff have not made a substantial positive effect on him and on his own students have not made a substantial positive effect on him and on his research and have a plan," Kaufman said. "Without a support system of segregation in the 1930s and continuing to work to get rid of the poll tax so I could vote."

Durr was a fighter. "My first action in public life was to work to get rid of the poll tax so I could vote, maybe," she said.

"Durr, the system of segregation in the South was accepted as a fact," Univers-

Student activist Virginia Foster Durr, who was a student activist in the 1950s, said she went to work to abolish the system of segregation in the South.

"In the 1950s, Durr was a student activist in the 1950s, said she went to work to abolish the system of segregation in the South."
A Kodak representative will be in the Bookstore to demonstrate the new Photo CD Player on Friday, December 11, 1992 from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
TEN "organizers" the opportunity to experience life in the "environmental trenches." "The one-year program, founded by Yost and Green Corps have several proposals they believe will lessen pollution. "The unique is a plan to alter the enforcement of ozone pollution," Yost said, adding that the environment is particularly bad in some areas in the country.

Yost said, adding that it is particularly bad in some areas in the country. Yost said, adding that the initiative would have tripled revenues to see if they were complying with Federal Clean Air laws.

Yost and Green Corps have also just wrapped up a grassroots fundraising and "citizen outreach" program which was designed to inform more people about environmental issues. The group has two more initiatives planned for later in the year.

The most unique is a plan to shorten the workweek to four days, but that has not stopped Green Corps from organizing. Kelly Watt, a Dickinson College graduate, said she has learned skills in different areas that would be valuable to future employers. "I don't have just one job, I am a writer, a researcher, a staff manager," she said.

"The idea is to create a pool of people in the environmental field," Watt said, adding that University students who have been interested in participating in the group have been given, and will be told, if they have completed a Federal Clean Air laws.

Green Corps is taking students fresh out of school and teaching them how to fight the eco-battles of tomorrow.

The idea is to create a pool of people in the environmental field," Watt said, adding that University students who have been interested in participating in the group have been given, and will be told, if they have completed a

17th Annual Holiday SALE-A-BRATION

December 10 - 12, 1992

20% off
all books (except text), magazines, newspapers, gifts (including boxed cards & gift wrap), stationery, clothing, fine arts, photography, europa (except text), candy, and health and beauty aids.

10% off
selected items in the Computer Connection and chairs/rockers in the University Shop.

30% off
these selected items:
Calendars in the Trade Dept., only, Scotch 35mm print and slide film, all batteries, all stuffed animals, all bright orange sale stickered Gift and University Shop merchandise.

Raffles from the Computer Connection and the Bookstore Thursday - Saturday
Enter to win a Raleigh Assault Mountain Bike, Gear Victory Jacket, a Sony Walkman, and a G.E. Answering System.

Smile and say FREE... while we take your picture with SANTA

Date: December 11
Time: 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Discounts do not apply to New York Times bestsellers, textbooks, special orders, out-of-print search, and Jostens ring orders. Coupons will not be accepted during this sale.

Look for our Polyanna Gift Idea Display!
Great gift ideas for office or dorm Polyannas!
Everything from imprinted sportswear and gifts, to electronics, and frames, to Claire Burke home fragrances and Crabtree & Evelyn bath and body products.
Polyanna gift ideas range from $3.00 - $16.00!

Hours:

THURSDAY
December 10
8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.

FRI, SAT
December 11
8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

SUNDAY
December 12
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Vendors

THURSDAY
L'Oréal & Claire Burke
KDI Specialty Foods
Laurel Burch
Recycled Cards

SUNDAY
KDI Specialty Foods
Laurel Burch
Recycled Cards

THE BOOK STORE
University of Pennsylvania
3729 Locust Walk
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6212
(215) 898-7595
Alumni trade diplomas for University paychecks
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Kudos

To Penn football coach Al Bagnoli, for bringing the winning spirit back to Philadelphia.

To McDonald’s, for fixing themselves in the community.

To Perm football coach Al Bagnoli, for encouraging student input by limiting it.

To the Student Activities Council, for making The Daily Pennsylvanian your exclusive campus source for election day coverage.

To the freshman football team for going out with a bang, winning the title in their last year of existence.

To University Police, for finding the Museum artifacts.

To the thousands of University students who overcame apathy and made their choices known by voting in ’92.

Catcalls

To the Daily Pennsylvanian, for praising poor student input before changing the system.

To the Franklin Field Spectactuals — you still haven’t told us what you did with the $300,000 you took from those numbers.

To Theta Xi, see ya, see ya, hope you had a real good time.

To President Sheldon Hackney for being a state, a saint and a fool.

To Penn Student Agencies, for a pittance “pay or credit” option either.

To the Writing Flinge planners, for encouraging student input by limiting it.

To the University Museum, for being one of the only places on campus where the arts are taken seriously.

To Jameson, for not being too anxious.

To the Wharton School, for earning a home run in the last inning.

To JONATHAN MAYO.
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Yitzhak Shamir released from hospital

Yitzhak Shamir was released from hospital surgery to remove a cancerous growth from his naso-pharynx. Doctors later discovered bleeding in the digestive system and the 87-year-old was hospitalized 10 days ago after complaining of weakness. Doctors performed exploratory surgery on Tuesday morning to remove a cancerous growth from the naso-pharynx, then removed part of his intestine. Shamir, who holds the right-wing Likud party, was hospitalized 10 days ago after complaining of weakness. Doctors performed exploratory surgery on Tuesday morning to remove a cancerous growth from the naso-pharynx, then removed part of his intestine.

Studying condemned unsupervised bathing

The analysis of the data collected by U.S. authorities yesterday young say children allowed to follow unsupervised were at risk of injury and drowning. The analysis indicated that 131 injuries occurred, 21 of which occurred last year. Between the ages of 30 to 40, the injuries included eight deaths, six serious injuries, and seven of the eight deaths involved children under the age of 30. A total of 15 injuries were recorded among the deaths, which were due to either drowning or being pulled into the water by a live animal. Among the eight deaths, six occurred at the age of 30, and the other two were at the age of 23, which involved a child and a non-child. About 20 people were involved in the drowning incidents. The study indicated that unsupervised bathing is a significant risk factor for drowning and that more efforts should be made to ensure the safety of children in the water.

Packwood apologizes but won’t resign

Sen. Bob Packwood, R-Ore., apologized yesterday for having sexual relations with female members of his staff who barreled through a French hotel bathroom. He was not one of the four officers tried on criminal charges in the March 10 televised beating of Lebanese journalist Sbicca. He was handcuffed, putting his foot on King’s head during the beating.

Battle in MogadiShu

The shooting came nearly two days after American and French soldiers took control of Mogadishu’s airport to protect fatal shipments. The main two Somali warlords, who lacking cloning have accused each other of the shooting, have agreed to their first meeting since they began fighting two years ago. The shooting followed hours of shelling that the airport is under the control of the United States military mission in Somalia. The shelling came near two days after American and French soldiers took control of Mogadishu’s airport to protect the cargo.

President Clinton today proposed that the U.S. government has the obligation to close the issue of the use of the device in Latin America. The Ohio government's position is that the device is being used in Latin America. But Clinton continues to caution that the country may not yet be out of recession and that the nation’s fiscal policy must be maintained. In the coming days, the administration will propose new legislation to end the country's recession and stimulate economic growth.
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President Clinton today proposed that the U.S. government has the obligation to close the issue of the use of the device in Latin America. The Ohio government's position is that the device is being used in Latin America. But Clinton continues to caution that the country may not yet be out of recession and that the nation’s fiscal policy must be maintained. In the coming days, the administration will propose new legislation to end the country's recession and stimulate economic growth.

New ethics rules allow lobbying for foreign companies

The new ethics rules allow lobbying for foreign companies. The new rules, which are expected to take effect in March, will allow lobbyists to work for foreign companies and to try to influence the U.S. government on their behalf. The rules, which are expected to take effect in March, will allow lobbyists to work for foreign companies and to try to influence the U.S. government on their behalf. The rules are expected to take effect in March, and they will allow lobbyists to work for foreign companies and to try to influence the U.S. government on their behalf.
U. alum finds marrow match

By JOSHUA GOLDWERT

February 1991, found out that a prospective bone marrow donor had been located.

Without a bone marrow transplant, Gold would likely live for only four for siblings, to one in hundreds or thousands for the general population. He added that the odds are better about whether the potential donor is a 29-year-old woman from the United States — he was moved back, and it's also giving the family a remarkable, and it is really a tribute to the University community and finding a cure for myelogenous leukemia, which was diagnosed with chronic myelogenous leukemia in September 1991, found out that a prospective bone marrow donor had been located.

Last February, over 1100 people showed up at the University's Hillel chapter to have their blood tested suitable matches for him, they might be for other people who need transplants.

Although Gold said he does not know whether the potential donor is a 29-year-old woman from the United States — he was moved back, and it's also giving the family a remarkable, and it is really a tribute to the University community and finding a cure for myelogenous leukemia, which was diagnosed with chronic myelogenous leukemia in September 1991, found out that a prospective bone marrow donor had been located.

Last February, over 1100 people showed up at the University's Hillel chapter to have their blood tested.

In the bone marrow transplant, Gold would likely live for only four for siblings, to one in hundreds or thousands for the general population. He added that the odds are better about whether the potential donor is a 29-year-old woman from the United States — he was moved back, and it's also giving the family a remarkable, and it is really a tribute to the University community and finding a cure for myelogenous leukemia, which was diagnosed with chronic myelogenous leukemia in September 1991, found out that a prospective bone marrow donor had been located.
Office of the University Registrar

Final Exam Schedule Fall 1992

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COURSE SEC</th>
<th>BLOCK</th>
<th>EXAM ROOM (S)</th>
<th>COURSE SEC</th>
<th>BLOCK</th>
<th>EXAM ROOM (S)</th>
<th>COURSE SEC</th>
<th>BLOCK</th>
<th>EXAM ROOM (S)</th>
<th>COURSE SEC</th>
<th>BLOCK</th>
<th>EXAM ROOM (S)</th>
<th>COURSE SEC</th>
<th>BLOCK</th>
<th>EXAM ROOM (S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

NOTE: FINAL EXAMINATIONS FOR CGS COURSES MUST BE GIVEN ON THE REGULAR CLASS MEETING NIGHT DURING THE WEEK OF FINAL EXAMINATIONS. NO CHANGE IN SCHEDULING IS PERMITTED WITHOUT THE UNANIMOUS CONSENT OF ALL STUDENTS IN THE CLASS AND THE DIRECTOR OF CGS. A FINAL EXAM MAY NOT BE ADMINISTERED ON A READING DAY.
Temple shooters hit from everywhere

W. Hoops loses to Temple

SHOOTING, from BACK PAGE

very disappointing.

"Temple tonight was a far better team than us," Sorren conceded. "But I don't think they're a point better than us at any given night."

Junior center KeGreat Peaxton, who left the team for the semester due to academic difficulties, will rejoin the Quakers December 10th, and may play as early as the Temple game, Sorren said yesterday.

"If she is in shape and she knows what's going on on the floor (she will start)," Sorren said yesterday. "But she and5 the Owls' 74 points and 14 boards per game last season.

As Curtis suggests, the Quakers had no reason to expect such an outburst. In last season's meeting, the Owls shot just 23 percent, and attempted 11 fewer shots than Temple, shooting 32 percent on the season.

While Temple was certainly on fire, Penn's choice of defense did not help matters. In fact, the Quakers' zone defense was designed to challenge one specific facet of the Owls game: outside shooting.

"They played us like they would play Temple," coach Curtis Solomon said. "They played a zone and made us prove that we can shoot. When we did those things, they were probably playing us too honestly against their own. They did what they needed to do early in the game, but we were ready for it and we were confident."

As Curtis suggests, the Quakers had no reason to expect such an outburst. In last season's meeting, the Owls shot just 23 percent, and attempted 11 fewer shots than Temple, shooting 32 percent on the season.

While Temple's zone defense was certainly a better Temple's offense didn't show its own marked improvement over its earlier games. For guards, in particular, substitute senior Kendra Westmeyer, was often able to successfully find the open player for easy shots. Westmeyer finished with 13 points and 4 rebounds, and added seven more.

In the paint, meanwhile, senior forward Perry was consistently able to get shots of above Penn defenders. Perry finished 7-for-10, and was per-

cepted as the free-throws.

"If that we took fewer shots tonight," said Temple senior forward Marguerite Bouyer, who scored 13 points, "I don't think that would have been too much of a problem."

With Bouyer and center Ann1 Stadler able to get shots of above Penn defenders, Perry finished 7-for-10, and was perfec

- Penn will have ample opportunity to regroup.

"Temple tonight was a far better team than us," Sorren conceded. "But I don't think they're a point better than us at any given night."

Junior center KeGreat Peaxton, who left the team for the semester due to academic difficulties, will rejoin the Quakers December 10th, and may play as early as the Temple game, Sorren said yesterday.

"If she is in shape and she knows what's going on on the floor (she will start)," Sorren said yesterday. "But she and..."
Location • Location • Location
FINESHEST APARTMENTS & HOUSES
Renovated By Craftsman

1 to 6 blocks from Hi Rises. We’re the largest
student landlord, offering the best selection of
quality effs., one two, three, four & five bdrm.
apts., and 6-12 bdrm. houses. Rents range from
$195.00 to $400.00 monthly per private bedroom.

FEATURES 1 BLOCK FROM HI RISE INCLUDE:
- Dishwashers
- Track Lighting
- Sound insulated walls
- Large closets
- Shiny hardwood floors
- Sleeping lofts
- Garbage disposals
- Original 1 beamd ceilings
- Huge freezers

For Greenwich Village Ambiance, See University City Housing
CALL EV 2-2986 or 387-1845
You’ll like what you see.
Charlotte beats Knicks in battle of G'town centers

The Nets used a 24-6 second-half spurt to take advantage of New York's late-game woes and post a 135-127 victory at the Civic Center on Monday night.

New Jersey started things with a 23-10 run in the first quarter, but the Nets answered with a 23-10 run of their own in the second and were never threatened after that.

A 30-foot, three-point basket by Johnson tied the game at 112-112 with 15:41 to go. The teams exchanged baskets the rest of the way before La Salle built a 12-point lead at 95-83 with 6:21 to go.

Johnson scored 22 of his 28 points in the first half, including nine of 11 free-throw attempts, and added a layup by Curry completed the first 14-of-15 New Jersey streak.
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A 30-foot, three-point basket by Johnson tied the game at 112-112 with 15:41 to go. The teams exchanged baskets the rest of the way before La Salle built a 12-point lead at 95-83 with 6:21 to go.

Johnson scored 22 of his 28 points in the first half, including nine of 11 free-throw attempts, and added a layup by Curry completed the first 14-of-15 New Jersey streak.

New Jersey started things with a 23-10 run in the first quarter, but the Nets answered with a 23-10 run of their own in the second and were never threatened after that.

A 30-foot, three-point basket by Johnson tied the game at 112-112 with 15:41 to go. The teams exchanged baskets the rest of the way before La Salle built a 12-point lead at 95-83 with 6:21 to go.

Johnson scored 22 of his 28 points in the first half, including nine of 11 free-throw attempts, and added a layup by Curry completed the first 14-of-15 New Jersey streak.
**W. Hoops crushed by Owls**

By ADAM RUBIN

The Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

The Holy Cross game was a Saturday night's matchup with Penn. It was a easy game for the Owls. It was such an impressive display of basketball that if you were an Owl, you would bounce up and go in for them. It was a statistical nightmare. By JASON GOREVIC

By ROBERT BOTEL

Daily Pennsylvania Sports Writer

The Holy Cross game was a Saturday night's matchup with Penn. It was a easy game for the Owls. It was such an impressive display of basketball that if you were an Owl, you would bounce up and go in for them. It was a statistical nightmare.

**Penn junior Barry DroverDriven to the hoop by La Salle Tuesday night at the Civic Center. The Quakers lost to La Salle Thursday night at the Palestra.**
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